Balancing learner control and realism with specific instructional goals: case studies in fluid balance for nursing students.
In designing instruction, there is an inherent tension between permitting learner control and focusing on specific instructional goals. This tension is particularly problematic in computer-based clinical case studies. In addition, the question of the appropriate level of realistic detail is central to case study design. More learner control and greater detail require greater complexity and interactivity, and consequently longer development time per case. They may also lead to difficulty in focusing on specific content. This program is designed to present computer-based case studies as an adjunct to classroom instruction in a specific content area, with significant compromises in realism compensated by the potential to focus on a specific set of problems and expose students to a fairly large number of "patients." The degree of learner control is necessarily limited by the program's structure, but the design attempts to allow a considerable amount of self-direction within those limits. The program's main path goes through a series of case studies illustrating a variety of fluid and electrolyte problems. These case studies are fairly simple and tightly structured: history, physical assessment, and laboratory data are presented near the beginning of each study, and learners are given predefined choices with immediate feedback at specified decision points. The case studies are designed to be completed fairly rapidly, typically no more than about thirty minutes per case. The distortion of the case study format by the obvious focus on fluid and electrolyte problems is compensated somewhat by inclusion of a number of cases with no relevant problems. Within this structured format, the program gives the learner control over a number of aspects of the learning experience. Hypertext is used hierarchically, with two levels of explanation for some central concepts and one level for material not directly relevant to the main instructional goals. Consequently, the learner controls content density to a considerable degree. Since nursing students are under pressure to absorb large amounts of clinically relevant information within a relatively short time, the availability of additional information on diagnoses, charting abbreviations, normal ranges for lab values, etc., may provide an added incentive to use the program. Though the case studies are linear with no branching, learners have several options in using them. The basic user mode involves simply going through the case studies and "solving" them: evaluating the data, identifying problems, and making basic treatment decisions. Alternatively, the learner may choose a particular problem and use the program as a "semi-tutorial." Backward movement is allowed, either to review the development of a case or to try again after an incorrect response. Accumulated information is available in an on-screen "chart" for ready reference. A "reference library" is accessible for browsing from any point in the program. Learner evaluation of the program is in progress.